2010 – 2011 has been a busy year for Solar Cookers International. An engine for progress, innovation and good is built when your resources and good will combine with our commitment to improve lives and the planet.

Solar Cookers International has been working to fuel that engine, using your generous gifts to improve the efficiency of our organization in Sacramento, Kenya, and around the world.

This year Solar Cookers International completed a two-year project with the United States Environmental Protection Agency and Practical Action based in Kadibo, Kenya. Utilizing Solar Plus Solutions (solar cooker + heat retention basket + fuel-efficient stove), thousands of families were introduced to these clean cooking alternatives. Solar Cooking Representatives (SCOREPS), local women trained in the technologies of Solar Plus Solutions, educated neighbors, demonstrated at markets and spoke publicly at gatherings about the need for and benefits of Solar Plus Solutions. Nearly 3,000 family units chose to purchase a clean energy alternative.

In May, Solar Cookers International secured funding for a research and development project launched in August 2011. Funded through the Agua Fund and Jewish World Watch, the goal is to realize a low-cost solar cooker with increased durability and no required use of plastic bags. Working with a Global Advisory Board of solar cooking advocates, experts, and engineers, this R&D project will focus on locally sourced materials and cost-effective manufacturing and production.

In 2010-2011, SCI has diligently assessed and examined projects with the intent to streamline procedures, efficiently reorganize structures and focus field work to achieve cost-effective and data-rich programs. Poised to begin two such projects in Kisumu, Kenya, Solar Cookers International looks to a confident, clear and bright future.

All Solar Cookers International funds are dedicated to getting Solar Plus Solutions into the hands of people who cook over open fires. Your support and dedication make this goal a reality.

Your generosity does change the world!

AmyJo Mattheis
Solar Cookers International Executive Director
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SCI is a 501c(3) non-profit organization working to harness the sun to benefit people and the environment.

Life Steward
- Fred & Alice Stanback
- Agua Fund
- Wendy vanden Heuvel Distracted Globe Foundation
- Cindy Barber & Horace Horton
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Revenues
- Contributions 545,246
- Grants 57,379
- Sales 196,800
- Other 4,364
- Total 803,789

Expenses
- Africa programs 341,206
- Education 225,024
- Other programs 70,040
- Fund development 113,748
- General & admin 91,578
- Total 841,596

Net Assets
6/30/2011 138,267
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